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	1: Jens Andersen
	2: BIUST
	3: andersenj@biust.ac.bw
	Comment00: 
	Change00: 
	Comment11: For the first-time readers, a little additional information would assist to explaining the meaning of the concept of RMsJMC:  Added sentence: "An analytical chemistry RM serves as a point of reference, similar to those used in metrology, to define a common standard of reference by providing a sample with a content that is reliable and reproducible." 
	Change11: Insert in L2 after ...results."An RM to analytical chemistry serves as a point of reference in similar to those used in metrology to define a common standard of reference; a sample with a content that is reliable and reproducible"
	Comment12: RMs and CRMs, but not PT materials, are also defined in VIM3. The definitions seem to be slightly differentJMC: added clarification to 1.2.2 to  "Upon completion of proficiency testing, some PT materials are characterized as RMs.  
	Change12: Insert referencesL3, Renumber ref 10 to ref 2 and add to ref 1 of this line
	Comment13: weight1.2.1 Definition of CRMThe CRMs may be prepared by weighing but the data on the certificates are results of measurements.JMC:  Moved the description of weights used for mass measuremments to 1.2 as it was intended to further describe homogeneity and stability.  Rewrote section 1.3 to include the concepts provided in the QUAM definition of RM.
	Change13: massConsider using the  definition of QUAM 'reference material, accompanied by documentation issued by an authoritative body and providing one or more specified property values with associated uncertainties and traceabilities, using valid procedures' 
	Comment14: materialss1.4.1 Defined in VIM3 5.6JMC:  modified definition to include "and/or for the calibration of other measurement standards"
	Change14: materials5.6 (6.6)reference measurement standardreference standardAdded VIM definition to glossary as well as alternate terms "Measurement Standard or Standard"
	Comment15: 1.5.4 Very good comment. In section 1.5.2 is highlighted the application of CRMs to legislation and authorities, which is not in focus to most scientists.   JMC: Much of the work in trace analysis is related to regulated work but a comment about research and industry was added to 1.5.1Is the reviewer concerned that CRMs will be recommended for use in research?  Does it not depend on the research need and availability?  Should we simply say that the choice of RMs should fit the purpose?
	Change15: Perhaps it should be clarified how CRMs are to be used in research as comparison to applications in the industry. It is proposed that RMs will suffice for the work in research.
	CommentFigure 1: Bullet 7 under Figure 1. QCMs)The figure is complicated and difficult to follow. There are many boxes in the figure but only six bullet points appear to explain them under the figure.JMC: numbers will be added to the figure and explanations below it will be improved."natural materials with/without incurred residues" will replace "incurred matrix"
	ChangeFigure 1: Delete bracket or write Quality Control Materials (QCMs)Consider using numbers in favour of bullet points below the figure. CRMs sampled directly from nature, such as non-spiked seawater or non-spiked blood samples seem to be not part of the family?
	Comment16: 
	Change16: 
	Comment21: 2.1.2 Definition of accuracyJMC:   Added additional information to  2.1.22.1.5 Laboratory community..JMC:  I'm not sure that I understand the distinction being made for industry and research.   Neither of these are "regulatory or government" either.   I will ask Jens to further clarify.  I question why researchers would not require accuracy, however, in some cases there may be no RMs and certainly no CRMs available.
	Change21: Consider using the definition of VIM3"2.13 (3.5)measurement accuracyaccuracy of measurementaccuracycloseness of agreement between a measuredquantity value and a true quantity value of ameasurand"JMC:   as indicated in 2.1, the glossary provides more detail on accuracySince the true quantity value is never known for a real sample, this definition indicated that a number cannot be assigned to the accuracy. Hence, the only thing we can do is to report on the consensus value that was only mentioned briefly under proficiency testing (3.1.4 of the present document)The document was authored by representatives of both research and industry. If there were a difference in laboratory performance between research and industry, perhaps that should be highlighted somewhere in the document. It seems like researchers are not subject to the same regulations as the rest of society? If so, why would researchers be exempted from such regulations? Would e.g. university researchers be expected to deliver results that are more accurate? If so, it should be explained why research QA/QC was not adopted by industry. If researchers were exempted from QA/QC, some type of reasoning for this should be provided.
	Comment22: 
	Change22: 
	Comment23: 
	Change23: 
	Comment24: 2.4.6 repetition of 2.4.3 and 2.4.42.4.6 something wrong with numbering  JMC: section deleted2.4.6 Measurement uncertainty'true value'Confidence level 
	Change24: Consider deleteChange number 2.4.7 and adjust forthcoming numbers accordinglyIndicate that this new concept substitutes the old 'error of measurement'JMC:  addedor 'consensus value'JMC:  addedchange to 'confidence interval'JMC:  added
	Comment25: Scope of accreditation
	Change25: Consider 'Scope of accreditation and certification'The accrediting body has the authority to certify the performance of methods in the laboratory whereas the accredited laboratory obtains the authority to issue certificates of analysis. JMC:   added this sentence to 2.5.1Something like this should be highlighted to underpin the concept of traceability at the organizational level.
	Comment26: 
	Change26: 
	Comment27: 
	Change27: 
	Comment31: 3.1.2 silanized of glassware3.1.5 spiking with 50 - 200 microlitersJMC:   I am hoping that the change I made to this section convey's the reviewer's intention.
	Change31: silanized glasswarespiking with 50 - 200 mg lowers the uncertainty
	Comment32: 
	Change32: 
	Comment33: 
	Change33: 
	Comment34: 
	Change34: 
	Comment35: 
	Change35: 
	Comment36: 
	Change36: 
	Comment37: 
	Change37: 
	Comment41: 
	Change41: 
	Comment42: 
	Change42: 
	CommentFigure 2: 
	ChangeFigure 2: 
	Comment43: 
	Change43: 
	Comment44: 
	Change44: 
	Comment45: 
	Change45: 
	Comment46: 
	Change46: 
	CommentFigure 3: 
	ChangeFigure 3: 
	Comment51: 
	Change51: 
	Comment52: 
	Change52: 
	CommentTable 1: 
	ChangeTable 1: 
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	Change53: 
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	CommentTable 2: 
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	Comment91: 
	Change91: 
	Comment92: 
	Change92: 
	Comment93: 
	Change93: 
	CommentTable 5: 
	ChangeTable 5: 
	Comment94: 
	Change94: 
	Comment101: Uncertainty of sampling and the human factorJMC:  comment was added here and a reference to discussion on sampling in Chapter 5
	Change101: Uncertainty of sampling and human factor could also be addressed, as they are discussed in the literature
	Comment102: 10.2.2 Bias10.2.3
	Change102: Bias is the difference between a measured average value and the true valueJMC:   changedPerhaps it should be mentioned that the standard deviation of repetition constitutes one of the standard uncertainties?JMC:  I didn't add this detail because I thought it might not fit in the flow of this discussion and contribute to confusion.
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